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Agenda

- Some reflections on STP and the place of formalism within it
- A brief introduction to logic
- Discuss “Locales and Toposes as Spaces” Vickers (2007) 
- Considering the monster diagram from the topos angle



Metapolitics ≠ Politics

- Metapolitical theses:
- “Politics thinks” (Lazarus)

- You’re either doing politics (and therefore part of its thinking) or you’re thinking from the outside 
(academically/scientifically/philosophically) about the result of politics (if you are thinking at all)

- “Thought is a relation of the real” (Lazarus)
- Thought must have real consequences, else it isn’t thought

- Physics of the body / metaphysics of the subject (Badiou)
- Example: a proof is a body that has consequences on the subjective procedure of 

mathematics

- Hence, politics as a form of thought delimits the field of political consequences
- (a metapolitical statement deriving from the above two points)



Metapolitics ≠ Politics

The “political membrane” thesis: Metapolitics generally* 
has no consequences** on politics

- This doesn’t mean it’s not useful / important in other 
contexts

- It can help us to:
- “cognitively map” the world as individuals
- get interested in doing politics / working with other 

people
- not go crazy

*a metapolitical statement can be used politically, but then it’s the political context that is decisive (the 
“metapolitics to propaganda pipeline”)

**information crossing the membrane is not the same as consequence

metapolitics

politics



STP: a para-academic group that studies its own political membrane?

- A recent metapolitical statement: “Online relations are not social relations”
- Online debates never* pass the political membrane
- We know each other offline 

- not a requirement for participation…
- … but could explain how we have 100+ meetings together and can disagree without 

blowing up our relationships
- We study a lot, so we’re individually “more tuned” into various debates
- But we’re also aware that when our orientation / commitments diverge, something must do the 

work of gluing us together
- We experiment

- Phase 1: Our individual research projects informs how we organize
- Phase 2: How we organize informs our research
- not every encounter between STP and X is consequential (where X is a thinker, a piece of writing, 

a philosophical system, a case study, etc.)
- What gets through? What gets filtered out? Can we “tune” the membrane?

- Talking to other political orgs vs. talking to academic institutions



Other metapolitical statements
STP around the time of “The Primer”

- Impersonal domination requires a theory of impersonal emancipation
- Economies are large orgs, political groups are small economies
- Political Economy is phenomenological

- Capitalism and “value” can be analyzed phenomenologically (comprised of objective phenomena with a unique logical content)
- Social synthesis can be modeled as a kind of “sheafification”, where constraints are captured by the topology of some space

STP around the time of “Contribution to the Critique of Political Organization”:

- Individuals perceive only a small fragment of the social world, but with social mediation (organizing with others) we are able 
to perceive more

- Losing social information at one scale may increase social effectiveness at another
- Emancipatory politics amounts to constructing a non-principal ultrafilter

STP around the time of “The Atlas”

- Metapolitics is a subfield of tektology
- Tektology can be divided into three separate domains: compositionality, intelligibility and interaction

- The Monster Diagram maps the terrain of social struggles



Other metapolitical statements

From “Working through political organization” to the present:

We are approaching a theory of social spacetime
- Vulgarization: political membranes everywhere
- Peripherization: social incoherence rising, hybrid/misaligned forms increase in importance

Political consequences (not consequences of our theory!):
- Saturation: progressive optimism is counterproductive as social spacetime decoheres
- Endogenous reproduction: Tendencies of the Left are decoupled from actual political forces

- If “thought as a relation of the real”, then the Left are mostly not thinking
- Multiplicity: no essence to the Left, “common ground” is not where we think

- Need to experiment with what works
- Org standpoint: disorganization might be an unthought form of organization

- a political ecology exists, how do we act if we recognize this?
- a new (metapolitical) framework helps us make sense of these social phenomena



Which formalism?

Our formalism follows from our metapolitical framework(s)

- Needs to be quite general to satisfy all of our metapolitical statements
- Needs to be productive: generates new interesting statements and areas to 

research
- Preferably accessible

- Always try to minimize background required, sacrifice rigor when appropriate
- People with more advanced backgrounds can engage with it without being too frustrated

- Grounded in mathematics
- We are not experts! We need help from the math community
- We use “logic” and “phenomenological” a lot: what do we mean?



How our formalism interacts with the metapolitics

- Metapolitical statements are 
generally grouped under 
increasingly specialized 
categories

- Underlying each is a logical 
language / non-logical atoms

- A topos allows us to interpret 
atoms (and therefore 
sentences of the language) in 
a spatial way



A quick primer on set theory

- Developed by Cantor
- Reals are uncountable
- Many infinities
- Continuum Hypothesis (no set with cardinality between naturals and reals)

- A set is a collection of things called elements
- elements “belong” to the set

- Von Neumann: elements are just sets themselves
- not necessarily sharing any properties
- comprehension principle: summon a set whose elements share a certain property
- Russell’s paradox: property is “does not contain itself”

- Saved by axioms: ZFC, NBG (classes), NF (Quine), type theory (Russell) and others
- Axiom of separation (cannot assume sets with a property exists, comprehension over another set)
- Axiom of foundation (all sets are well founded)

- Axiom of power set (a set of all subsets)
- A n-ary relation on a set S is a subset of the power set of Sn

- Example: S = {1,2,3}, SxS = {(1,1), (1,2)...(3,3)} and P(SxS) = {∅, {(1,1)}, {(1,1), (1,2)}, … { all pairs }}
- Can be written xRy (x is related to y)
- Equivalence relations are reflexive, symmetric and transitive

- Think of partitioning of a set
- Quotienting a set by a relation is useful

- Think of the relation “multiples of a number x” on N (where x > 1)



A quick primer on propositional logic

- Originally developed by the Stoics 
- Not the same as Aristotelian logic which is based on categorizing, i.e. “Socrates is mortal”

- A propositional language L consists of symbols called atoms. We can denote 
them with letters a,b,c …

- The propositional connectives are negation ¬, conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, 
implication ⇒ and bi-implication ⇔

- An L-formula is either atomic (just an atom) or a combination of atoms and 
connectives and parenthesis

- Example: (p ⇒ q) ∧ (q ∨ r) ⇒ s
- Every formula can be viewed as tree of formation rules (unary operations have one 

descendant, binary connectives have two)



A quick primer on propositional logic

- A L-assignment is a mapping of every atom to 
either true or false (boolean logic)

- A L-valuation is a mapping of every L formula to 
true or false and follows from a given L-assignment

- A set of formulas S is satisfiable if there exists an 
assignment such that the corresponding valuation 
of every formula in S is true

- (The compactness theorem) Let S be a 
countable set of propositional formulas. If 
each finite subset of S is satisfiable, then S 
is satisfiable.

- If B is true under the same valuations which satisfy 
S, then B is a consequence of S.

- A ⇔ B means A is a consequence of B and B is a 
consequence of A

- Also called logical equivalence



A quick primer on first order logic (FOL)

- Developed independently by Frege and Peirce
- A language L now consists of

- Predicates, variables, quantifiers 
- Predicates are n-ary and written like p(x, y, z) where x, y, z are variables
- Quantifiers are ∀ (for all) and ∃ (there exists)

- This builds on propositional logic
- Can make formulas with same connectives ( ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔ )
- The atoms of prop logic (a, b, c…) become unary predicates (a(x), b(x), c(x), …)

- Formulas require a domain U
- ∀x means “for all x in U”, ∃x means “there exists a x in U”
- An example: ∀x∃y ¬(y ∧ z) ⇒ x

- z is a “free variable”, x and y are “bound variables”
- We can substitute a variable with an element of U

- A (L,U) sentence is a (L,U)-formula with no free variables



A quick primer on first order logic (FOL)

- A L-structure M is a domain UM with a set of relations PM, for each predicate in L
- n-ary relations are subsets of U1xU2…xUn

- e.g. <Adam, Eve, Cain> is an element of the 3-ary relation FM which is an equivalence relation 
on the domain of people

- For every atomic predicate, we have a unary relation on U
- Every n-ary predicate P has a n-ary relation in PM
- Relations not necessarily reflexive, symmetric, transitive, etc.

- “Cain is the son of Adam” could be written as a sentence SonOf(Adam, Cain) which would not 
hold in reverse

- Could also express as SonOfAdam(Cain) 
- currying / product-hom adjunction

- An identity predicate I(x,y) corresponds to a relation that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive 
(not all languages have this)

- Now we can define valuations again on (L, UM)-sentences
- A valuation of a predicate P is true if its terms exist in a relation in PM



A quick primer on first order logic (FOL)

- We can now extend FOL with functions on the language side and operations 
on the structure side

- Operations are n-ary and denoted with symbols, they can take terms as arguments
- 2 + 2 = 4 could’ve been expressed as the relation <2, 2, 4> (note that order matters)
- Functions/operations express this in a more general way

- f(a,b) = c / (a, b, c) 
- last element is the output, others are inputs

- A term is recursively defined as
- any variable or constant (element from the domain) or
- a function applied on terms

- Predicates are defined on terms and not just variables
- Now lets add sorts (types)

- Instead of a single domain UM we have a domain for each sort Uσ
M, Uσ’

M, Uσ’’
M …

- Terms have a sort, predicates and functions accept terms of sorts, etc.



Theories and Models

- A theory T is a set of sentences in L called axioms of T
- Language and axioms, T = (L, A)

- A model M of T is a structure that satisfies A
- Satisfying A may also mean more statements are true than are in A
- Theorems of T are sentences which are true in all models
- T ⊢ S (S is a theorem of T)

- T is consistent if there is no L-sentence that is both true and false in T
- T ⊢ S and T ⊢ not S 

- T is complete if all L-sentences are one or the other



Theory of Groups

- The language (in FOL)
- Operations ( ·, −1, 1, =)
- Variables x, y, z
- Constants coming from the domain

- Axioms
- ∀x ∀y ∀z (x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z) (associativity)
- ∀x (x · x−1 = x−1 · x = 1) (inverses)
- ∀x (x · 1 = 1 · x = x) (identity)

- Model
- Consider moves of a rubik’s cube

- Technically we need a closure (chaining two moves in not necessarily a move)
- Do nothing (identity)
- Can reverse a move (inverses)
- Ways of reaching the same states (associativity)

Rotational symmetries



Theory of Turing Machines

- Language (Q, S, R, q0, q1, left, center, right)
- Q := states, q0 := halt, q1:= start, S := alphabet, R := rules
- The contents of Q, S and R are provided by the model

- a program running on a computer
- Rules are of the form (qa, sb) ⇒ (qx, left/center/right, sy)
- Some axioms are needed

- A “decision problem”: Given a theory T, an algorithm exists which tells us if a  
sentence S is a consequence of T

- Is FOL decidable? Meaning all sentences of any theory have such algorithms
- Leibniz, Hilbert wanted all (mathematical) statements to be decidable in finite steps from one theory
- Gödel says nope
- Church and Turing both gave examples of general undecidable problems

- FOL is equivalent to Turing machines
- From a theory T built on FOL you can construct a Turing Machine for any sentence
- Halting problem == undecidability of FOL



A quick primer on topology

- A topological space is a set X, called the set of points, with another set T 
called the topology on X

- T is a subset of the power set of X
- Every element of T is called an open set
- Open Set Axioms:

- X and ∅ are in T
- For any (possibly infinite) family of elements in T, their union is in T
- For any finite family of elements in T, their intersection is in T 

- A neighborhood of a point is a subset of X that contains an open set
- Neighborhoods are more general (doesn’t need to be in the topology)
- There are also neighborhood axioms

- Equivalent to the Kuratowski closure axioms
- Defines a topology using a closure operator

- Hausdorff spaces are ones where any two points have disjoint neighborhoods



Space and Logic

- See previous presentation 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzvod_1cmRI
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtKTuqsPE7Q

- Any theory T can be represented as a Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra
- Equivalence class of sentences (quotient by ⇔)
- Propositional logic ~ Boolean Algebras

- (Stone’s Representation Theorem) Any boolean algebra corresponds to a Hausdorff space
- Can we generalize?

- From propositional to FOL
- From boolean algebra to Heyting (Esakia spaces)

- Generally, we can consider the following analogy (Vickers)
- Space ~ logical theory
- Point ~ model of a theory
- Open set ~ formula in propositional logic
- Sheaf ~ formula in FOL
- Continuous Maps ~ transformation of models definable in geometric logic

- Propositional toposes are localic 
https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/localic+topos#the_connection_with_propositional_logic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzvod_1cmRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtKTuqsPE7Q
https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/localic+topos#the_connection_with_propositional_logic


Geometric logic? Toposes?
- A homomorphism between two Lindenbaum algebras (for two theories)

- Let Σ be the language, T be the theory (i.e. axioms)
- LA(Σ, T) are all the sentences (modulo provability) of T
- Recall that models have a valuation in {T, F}

- Now we want to generalize into any algebra
- Let ModA(T) be all the models of T in an algebra A

- Mod2(T) is a Stone space / Hausdorff
- clopens

- An interpretation / valuation M takes atoms to A (inducing M* which sends sentences to A)
- ModA is bijective with M

- A geometric morphism (actually, a homomorphism of algebras) g : LA(Σ, T) -> LA(Σ’, T’)
- Sentence to sentence
- Preserves theoremhood

- g gives rise to g* :  ModA(T’) -> ModA(T)
- Models to models (points of the space)
- Preserves topological information

- Propositional theories and maps between them form a category
- To reach propositional geometric logic, we need to generalize from Stone spaces / Lindenbaum algebras to Locales / 

Frames
- Locales and Localic Toposes are in some sense equivalent (Vickers, p. 63)
- Localic Toposes classify propositional theories, become Toposes proper when we change to predicate geometric logic
- Sometimes predicate theories can be reformulated as propositional (not clear on when and the tradeoffs)
- Skipping the formal definition, locales consist of open subspaces only, not points (they only “suggest” points)


